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Abstract—Wormhole-based NoCs (wNoCs) are widely accepted
in high-performance domains as the most appropriate solution to
interconnect an increasing number of cores in the chip. However,
wNoCs suitability in the context of critical real-time applications
has not been demonstrated yet. In this paper, in the context of
probabilistic timing analysis (PTA), we propose a PTA-compatible
wNoC design that provides tight time-composable contention
bounds. The proposed wNoC design builds on PTA ability to rea-
son in probabilistic terms about hardware events impacting exe-
cution time (e.g. wNoC contention), discarding those sequences of
events occurring with a negligible low probability. This allows our
wNoC design to deliver improved guaranteed performance. Our
results show that WCET estimates of applications running on top
of probabilistic wNoCs are reduced by 40% and 75% on average
for 4x4 and 6x6 wNoC setups respectively when compared against
deterministic wNoCs.

I. INTRODUCTION

Wormhole-based NoCs (wNoCs) are deployed in high-
performance domains to connect a high number of cores on-
chip. However, wNoCs efficient use in the context of critical-
related real-time applications – such as those that can be
found in aircraft, cars or trains – has not been shown yet. Un-
like buses or other existing centralized network architectures,
wNoCs perform the arbitration of communication flows in a
distributed manner, which severely complicates the derivation
of request contention bounds as required in real-time domains.
In this line, some works show that, while reliable contention
upper bounds can be provided for Commercial off-the-shelf
(COTS) wNoCs [21] [19] [18], those bounds are pessimistic,
preventing an efficient use of high-performance wNoCs for
mixed-criticality real-time embedded systems (RTES).

wNoC bounds are pessimistic because, whenever timing
events can lead to the stall of a request, they are assumed
to occur systematically, and hence factored in the derived
contention bounds. At the NoC level, since many different
flows with different criticality levels might potentially con-
tend for different resources, e.g. router ports, timing analysis
techniques are forced to make the pessimistic assumption that
all contenders will simultaneously request the same resources.
A simple and intuitive way to reduce such pessimism consists
in getting information about when and where communication
flows in the wNoC will occur such that the exact interference
that requests experience can be reliably and tightly factored in.
Unfortunately, obtaining this low-level information is not only
out of the ability (and will) of end users, but it also breaks time
composability. The lack of time composability occurs because
one task’s load on the wNoC affects the worst-case execution

time (WCET) estimates of its corunners, with devastating
consequences in (incremental) system integration: any change
in a task requires reanalyzing all other tasks (i.e. performing
regression tests), which ultimately results in prohibitively high
integration costs. Even worse, the WCET of a critical task
could depend on the accuracy of the information obtained for
a lower criticality task.

Measurement-based probabilistic timing analysis (MBPTA)
has been proposed recently as an industrially-friendly timing
analysis method to derive WCET estimates and proven in bus-
based multicore industrial case studies [25]. MBPTA relies
on hardware designs which break systematic pathological
behavior so that increasingly high contention scenarios occur
with decreasing probabilities, thus leading to low probabilistic
WCET (pWCET) estimates by discarding execution times with
negligible accumulated probability.

In this paper we propose a wNoC design based on a new
randomized wormhole router design, which makes the con-
tention in the network have a probabilistic behavior compatible
with MBPTA requirements, thus leading to reduced contention
bounds. The contributions of this paper can be summarized as
follows:
(1) We integrate efficiently random permutation arbitration [6]
in wNoCs routers to avoid systematic bad behavior and make
them amenable for MBPTA.
(2) We propose a mechanism based on limiting the number
of in flight requests in the wNoC. While limiting the number
of in flight requests in deterministic wNoCs (i.e. with round-
robin arbitration) does not help reducing contention bounds,
it helps reducing significantly those bounds in a probabilistic
wNoC and thus, improves WCET estimates.

Results obtained with a cycle-accurate simulator confirm
that the proposed wNoC achieves tighter bounds than existing
wNoCs and thus, enables the derivation of much tighter WCET
estimates. We have observed that contention in the wNoC can
be reduced significantly and such reduction becomes more
significant as the size of the network increases. In particular,
we obtain an average reduction of the WCET estimates for
EEMBC [20] workloads of 22%, 40% and 75% for networks
of 3x3, 4x4 and 6x6 cores, respectively.

II. MBPTA FOR WNOCS

Probabilistic timing analysis (PTA) resorts on having plat-
forms on which the execution time of applications can be mod-
elled with true probabilities. Note that probabilities differ from
frequencies. While frequencies provide information about past
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Fig. 1: EVT projection (i.e. probabilistic WCET)

events, probabilities allow reasoning about the future and thus,
make predictions. In particular, we focus on the measurement-
based variant of PTA (MBPTA), since the measurement-based
timing analysis has been shown to be closer to industrial
practice in many systems [14], [10], [16]. In this section we
review some of the key elements of MBPTA for its reliable
application for WCET estimation.

A. MBPTA Application Process

MBPTA relies on collecting a number of execution time
measurements – typically in the order of few hundreds – of
the program under analysis on top of a MBPTA-compliant
hardware/software platform [8]. The fact that some variability
in execution times occurs does not bring the probabilistic
behavior needed by PTA unless such variability is strictly
caused by random events.

Execution time measurements need to fulfill requirements
such as the following: (1) the upper tail of execution time
distributions can be modelled with an exponential distri-
bution and (2) the collected execution time sample needs
to attain statistical independence and identical distribution.
Both requirements are assessed empirically for the sample of
execution times used for prediction with appropriate statistical
tests [3]. Some authors point out that exponential tails may
be optimistic in some scenarios where either measurements
from multiple paths are placed in a single sample or programs
with unbounded execution time are analyzed [13]. In our case,
as shown in [15], programs have finite execution time and
paths are analyzed separately since otherwise the application
of MBPTA could be unreliable.

Once those tests are passed, execution time measurements
are used as input for Extreme Value Theory (EVT) [9], which
is a powerful statistical method to approximate the tail of a
distribution. In the case of MBPTA, the tail of the distribution
corresponds to high execution times. This results in a proba-
bilistic WCET (pWCET) associated with the probability that
one run of the program exceeds a particular time value (see
the example in Figure 1). The particular cutoff probability is
chosen to be low enough so that it can be regarded as residual
risk, in line with safety standards requirements [5].

B. Requirements on the wNoC

MBPTA application requires the sources of jitter (execution
time variation) to be properly controlled so that they match or
upper-bound operation time conditions in either a deterministic

or a probabilistic way. As discussed before, probabilistic mod-
elling allows discarding contention scenarios that occur with
negligible probability. This is, for instance, the case of con-
tention in the wNoC. If arbitration decisions are deterministic,
the worst-case contention scenario could occur systematically.
Instead, if those decisions are randomized, worst contention
scenarios occur with (provable) low probability even if time
composability is enforced by assuming that all contenders
send requests at the maximum possible rate to the worst
possible target node. Thus, our approach differs from Network
Calculus, since the latter builds on knowledge about contender
traffic. Instead, our approach assumes worst-case traffic and
enables fully time-composable WCET bounds. Next, we de-
scribe the conditions under which timing measurements have
to be collected. In Section III we describe how to randomize
wNoC timing behavior.

C. Upper-bounding Contention in Probabilistic wNoCs

To be able to reliably apply MBPTA, we have to ensure
that measurements for the task under analysis are collected
under contention conditions that upper-bound those that can
occur during operation [8]. Failing to do so prevents EVT
from actually capturing unobserved contention effects into the
pWCET, which could therefore be optimistic. For instance,
measurements collected under contention-free conditions lead
to unreliable pWCET estimates since EVT cannot reason about
the events (contention in the wNoC) not captured in those
contention-free measurements.

Such upper-bounding can be performed deterministically
or probabilistically. Upper-bounding latency deterministically
only requires forcing all wNoC requests to experience the
worst-possible delay [19]. To illustrate probabilistic upper-
bounding, let us assume a hardware resource whose analysis-
time latency can be 1 or 2 cycles with the same proba-
bility: etda =< (1, 2) , (0.5, 0.5) > where the first vector
corresponds to the different latencies and the second to their
associated probabilities. If during operation its execution time
distribution is etdo =< (1, 2) , (0.6, 0.4) >, then etda proba-
bilistically upper-bounds etdo since the exceedance probability
for any value is higher at analysis than during operation (e.g.,
latency of 2 cycles is exceeded with probability 0.4 during
operation and 0.5 at analysis).

In a wNoC setup with all-to-all traffic the worst contention
situation can be reproduced by considering that the flows
contending for the resources with the flow of the core under
analysis (Fi) are all worst-possible destination flows [19]. The
destination of contenders’ flows is chosen such that it causes
the worst contention to Fi packets (i.e. it prevents packets of
Fi from crossing each hop for the longest possible time). In
the wNoC setup considered in this paper, with XY routing,
the worst destination of contenders flow corresponds to the
farthest node that can be reached from the next Fi hop’s input
port1, depending on the traversing direction.

1This assumption is not always valid and depends on the number of ports
potentially contending with Fi at the different routers along the path. In
general the worst possible destination is computed iterating contending flows
to the possible destination and selecting the one causing the highest contention.



Probabilistic upper-bounding allows WCET to have a time-
composable behavior, i.e. independent of the actual traffic
generated by contending applications.

III. PROBABILISTIC WNOC DESIGNS

Unlike deterministic wNoCs, probabilistic network designs
do not require the timing analysis to consider that all ac-
cesses systematically experience their worst possible con-
tention. Therefore, the probabilistic analysis made by MBPTA
arises as a suitable approach to reduce the pessimism factored
in the contention in wNoCs. To enable the derivation of
pWCET estimates with MBPTA, two conditions must hold
in the wNoC design: (i) conflicts in the wNoC must have a
probabilistic nature (i.e. should occur with a given probability);
and (ii) the execution conditions (contention) under which
the timing measurements of the application are collected at
analysis are actually an upper bound of those that will occur
during operation. Condition (i) requires modifications in the
arbitration unit of the router (Section III-A) and condition (ii)
requires defining a contention scenario which safely upper-
bounds the worst possible one (Section II-C). In this section
we present how a COTS wNoC must be adapted to enable the
derivation of tight pWCET estimates with MBPTA.

A. MBPTA-compliant wNoC Router Design
To make a wNoC design MBPTA-compliant, we have

to make packet jitter follow a probabilistic behavior (un-
der maximum contention). To do so, hardware changes are
required in the arbitration unit of the NoC router. From
the different MBPTA-friendly arbitration policies, we choose
random permutations as it delivers superior performance and
bounded contention [6]. Random permutations grant access
to N contenders in a round-robin fashion, but in a random
order. Such order changes every N arbitrations, so that each
contender is granted access once every N slots, but in a
random order.

To implement random permutations in the wNoC router,
we modify the arbiter to be able to generate a random
permutation Pi of all four inputs for every output port, where
the four inputs and the output port belong to the group
(X+, X−, Y+, Y−, In). Whenever one or more packets re-
quest access to a given output port, the arbiter grants access
according to Pi and an arbitration pointer. When a permutation
is generated the arbitration pointer points to the first input
port in the permutation. If the first input in the permutation is
not requesting the output port then the next input port in the
permutation is selected. This process is repeated until an input
port with a pending request is selected. Then the arbitration
pointer is moved to the input port in the permutation after the
one granted access. When the pointer reaches the end of the
permutation, a new random permutation window is generated.

This router is the basic component on top of which the
later proposed probabilistic wNoC design in this paper relies
on. The random arbitration performed in this router allows
introducing delays in the measurements to probabilistically
represent the contention in the wNoC. While arbitration deci-
sions are random, they carry out dependences across arbiters
since the actual requests contending for a given output port

in a router often depend on the (random) decisions taken in
other routers. Any state of the wNoC in terms of contention
moves to any other state with a given probability due to the
purely random nature of all arbitration choices. Therefore,
each sequence of states occurring during the execution of the
task under analysis occurs with a given probability and hence,
each potential execution time has a true probability to occur,
as needed to apply MBPTA.

B. Reducing Contention in Probabilistic wNoCs

By combining worst-contention scenarios with the prob-
abilistic router architecture proposed in section III-A we
can produce execution conditions during analysis that upper-
bound those during operation. Execution time measurements
collected during the analysis phase can be used reliably to
apply MBPTA in order to derive WCET estimates. However,
if we do not anyhow limit the contention in the network, the
stalls experienced by the requests of the task under analysis
can be very high and thus, WCET estimates will account for
high contention for all requests, similarly to the case of time-
deterministic wNoCs. In time-deterministic wNoCs the worst-
case contention with, for instance, round-robin arbitration,
is accounted for all requests regardless of the degree of
contention in the network. In the case of probabilistic wNoCs,
requests experience the actual contention of the worst-case
scenario modeled at analysis, which is enforced not to be
exceeded during operation. Therefore, decreasing maximum
contention by design opens the door to obtaining lower WCET
estimates with probabilistic wNoCs, as already shown for tree
wNoCs [23].

In order to decrease contention and derive tighter WCET
estimates in the wNoC, we propose a mechanism consisting of
limiting the number of in-flight requests (LNR). It is important
to mention that reducing contention by reducing the number
of requests in the network is suitable for probabilistic wNoCs
because, in such designs, requests interleave probabilistically
and therefore, worst-case alignment of flows and arbitration
decisions do not need to be accounted for systematically (as
opposed to the case of time-deterministic wNoCs). In other
words, already proposed techniques for reducing contention in
time-deterministic wNoCs, such as injection throttling [24],
cannot obtain tighter WCET estimates [19].

Contention in the network can be reduced by limiting
the number of requests in-flight for all the nodes in the
network. With our proposed MBPTA-compliant router design,
we remove the need to know the exact alignment and we
only need to ensure that, during the analysis phase, the task
under analysis can have up to n requests in-flight and all the
other cores have always exactly n requests in flight. In this
case, execution times obtained for the task under analysis are
obtained under worst-case contention conditions.

Since we do not assume any specific pattern and maximum
contention is enforced during analysis, time-composability
is preserved. During operation all cores can inject requests
with the same restrictions imposed during analysis: at most n
requests in flight per core.



IV. EVALUATION

A. Methodology
Target Processor Architecture. We model a wNoC-based
manycore processor with pipelined in-order cores2 with a
simulator based on the SoCLib simulation framework [2].
Each core has separated first level instruction (I1) and write-
through data (D1) caches, a partitioned-across-cores write-
back L2 cache and main memory. I1 and D1 are 16KB, 4-
way and 16B/line and the L2 has 128KB 4-way per core
to discount L2 cache effects from the analysis. All caches
implement random placement and replacement policies [7].
Hit/miss latencies are 1 and 3 cycles for I1/D1 and 2 and 7
cycles for L2.
wNoC. We model the wNoC with an enhanced version of
the gNoCsim [1] simulator, that has been integrated with
the SoCLib framework. Cores and memories are connected
using a mesh network topology with XY routing. For a
NxN mesh we index routers from R(0,0) to R(N-1,N-1). The
shared L2 cache memory and a shared memory controller
are connected at router R(N-1,N-1). The memory controller
implements random permutation policy. Two virtual networks
are used to split requests and responses. Routers are pipelined
and consist of 4 stages: input buffer, routing, switch allocation,
and crossbar traversal. In line with other works [19], [18] in
all wNoC setups we use single-flit packets only to improve
performance guarantees. The number of VCs is 1. Additional
virtual channels would not provide higher guaranteed perfor-
mance in our setup, as discussed in [19].

Authors in [19] showed that measuring inter-task interfer-
ences in a wNoC using the Worst Contention Delay (WCD)
metric results in much tighter WCET estimates than using
Worst-Case Traversal Time and it allows obtaining time-
composable WCET estimates. Therefore, we compare our
probabilistic wNoC design with that proposal. The rest of the
platform features are kept identical in both setups, determin-
istic and probabilistic ones, to understand the differences in
the guaranteed performance provided by the wNoC since both
setups are compatible with MBPTA.
Workload. As representative real-time workloads we use the
EEMBC Autobench suite [20], which reflects current real-
world demand of some automotive critical real-time embedded
systems.
WCET estimation. We follow MBPTA process to obtain
pWCET estimates [3]. For each task we collect 1000 runs and
present pWCET estimates for a cutoff probability of 10−13

per run, although the same trends are obtained for other cutoff
probabilities.

B. Performance Evaluation
For evaluating the performance guarantees of our prob-

abilistic wNoC setup, we use the EEMBC single-threaded
workloads as the task under analysis. In these experiments,
the task under analysis is placed at the node attached to
R(0, 0), which is the one experiencing highest contention,

2Note that more complex processor cores, although compatible with our
proposals, are very hard to time-analyze and thus, not suitable for hard-real
time applications.

and the rest of the cores are forced to cause worst-possible
contention as mentioned in Section III. Figure 2 shows the
pWCET estimates achieved by limiting the number of in-
flight requests (LNR) for the different benchmarks. Results
are normalized w.r.t. the case of the deterministic wNoC. All
the existing task communications target the shared memory
controller that is attached to R(2, 2) in the 3x3 case and to
R(3, 3) and R(5, 5) in the 4x4 and 6x6 case3. Other possible
task placements provide similar comparative results. As shown
in Figure 2, LNR wNoC setup outperforms the performance
guarantees achieved by the deterministic wNoC design. In
particular, average WCET reductions are 22%, 40% and 75%
for 3x3, 4x4 and 6x6 setups respectively (6x6 results are not
depicted due to space constraints).

It was already shown in [19] that limiting the injection of
the flow under analysis, has no impact on WCD since this
only affects intra-task contention and not the contention due
to inter-task interferences. The reason is that time-composable
WCET estimates require considering the worst possible inter-
leaving of requests in the wNoC and this causes, in general,
worst-case scenarios to be also possible when allowing only
one in-flight request per flow.

We have discovered that contention in a probabilistic wNoC
setup follows a probabilistic distribution which is centered
around WCD (the worst contention in a deterministic wNoC
setup). The shape and location of the distribution is almost
identical regardless of the number of in-flight requests. Then
it might not seem obvious the reason why LNR behaves better
than a deterministic setup. For a deterministic approach, where
a particular alignment of requests cannot be assumed, it needs
to be considered systematically that requests will be absorbed
at a constant rate that is equal to WCD. On the contrary,
in a probabilistic approach roughly 50% of the requests will
get absorbed faster than WCD. These fast requests make
possible to take advantage of the store buffer of the pipeline
more frequently than for a deterministic approach and allow a
higher overlapping between computation and communication,
thus leading to smaller execution time4. In particular, the
behavior of the deterministic wNoC is a fill-and-stall behavior
of the store buffer in front of store bursts, thus stopping
pipeline progress always. Conversely, the probabilistic wNoC
allows releasing store buffer entries often earlier due to lower
contention delay, and for the time a new store arrives at the
store buffer, there is space available so that the pipeline keeps
progressing in parallel with the processing of stores in the
wNoC.

V. RELATED WORK

Some NoCs, whose complexity may vary, have been de-
signed specifically to meet real-time constraints [4], [22], but
they differ significantly from COTS wNoCs, thus challenging
reconciling their different objectives: average performance vs
time-composable WCET estimates.

3Although our approaches scale smoothly regardless the core count, we
do not consider larger manycores due to the increasingly poor scaling of
deterministic wNoCs for larger core counts.

4This holds for timing-anomaly-free processors like the one used in our
experiments.



(a) 3x3 (b) 4x4
Fig. 2: LNR pWCET estimates normalised w.r.t. a deterministic wNoC (Ln means up to n requests in-flight allowed).

Works based on Network Calculus [11] abstract com-
munication flows using arrival curves that upper-bound the
amount of traffic within any time interval, thus sacrificing
time-composability to obtain tighter WCET bounds. Network
Calculus is appropriate when traffic information available
during analysis is accurate, which may be for off-chip traffic,
but is generally unaffordable for on-chip traffic.

Another set of works focuses on determining wNoC packets
worst-case traversal time (WCTT) by considering worst-case
conditions [12], [21]. Authors in [19] show that measuring
inter-task interferences in a wNoC using the Worst Contention
Delay (WCD) metric results in much tighter WCET estimates
than using WCTT.

MBPTA compliance has been achieved for bus designs with
appropriate randomized arbitration policies [6]. TDMA-based
buses have also been proven amenable for MBPTA by padding
execution time measurements conveniently [17]. A tree NoC
implementing wormhole routers with random arbitration and
intended for all-to-one communication has also been shown to
be amenable for MBPTA [23]. However, trees do not fit well
all-to-all communication.

Differently to those works, we propose minor changes to
COTS wNoC mesh designs to enable reliable, tight and time-
composable WCET estimates. In particular, we build upon
MBPTA and the use of random arbitration to discard patho-
logical cases with negligible probability, thus outperforming
deterministic wNoCs similar to COTS ones.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we show that a probabilistic approach is
highly efficient dealing with contention in wNoCs. Pathologi-
cal worst-contention scenarios occur with (provable) negligible
probability and hence, there is no need to account for them.
We propose a wNoC setup, LNR, able to provide better per-
formance guarantees than deterministic approaches by making
use of a wormhole router with randomized arbitration. LNR
is particularly suitable for applications that are very sensitive
to latency and its gains w.r.t. deterministic setups increase in
pace with the wNoC size.
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